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Born in Japan. Works with Sustainability and the Global Goals in Japan, Sweden,
Zambia. Satoko has 15+ years of experience in the Sustainable Development and
CSR-field (Corporate Social Responsibility) as well as BOP business and Human
Resources. As director and consultant for one of Japans leading environmental
consulting firms E-Square Inc., she has worked with companies including
Panasonic, Nissan, Fujitsu, Hitachi, Kao, and Ajinomoto.
Satoko was project leader for environmental human resource development at
Japans Environmental Ministry - developing capacity building programs and elearning courses for Sustainability.
She co-created an international Master Course for Sustainable Development at the top University Tohoku University
where she also was a guest lecturer for 10 years.
Based on that experience, Satoko established One Planet Café Ltd. - a
company specializing in realizing sustainability through global partnerships in
Sweden, Japan and Zambia. One Planet organizes study tours to good
examples connected to the Global Goals (SDGs) in Sweden and Zambia, under
the slogan “Sustainability in Reality”.
In 2020 - with the Japanese companies Kao and Dentsu she produced an online SDGs course for children.
In collaboration with The New Division (Sweden) she also
produced the Japanese version of "Target Finder" - a tool
for the 169 targets towards the Global Goals.
Target Finder

Satoko is one of the initiative takers and leaders for the Award-winning and Fair Trade Verified
paper “Banana Paper”. A partnership with banana farmers from extreme poverty (Zambia) and traditional
paper factories (Japan, UK). Banana paper is a Fair Trade-verified paper and the first stage of the paper is developed at
a Green Factory in Zambia, partly financed by Crowd Funding and the Japanese Embassy. Working towards integrating
all 17 Global Goals, the place uses no chemicals, is built with eco-cycled materials, bioclimatic know-how, and is run by
renewable energy including solar. Banana paper clients include LUSH, Toyota, United Nations.
Satoko has co-authored two environmental books in Japan.

* some clients and partners:

One Planet Café Ltd. is a Fair Trade verified company (World Fair Trade Organization)
GREEB OFFICES in Japan (Tokyo), Zambia (South Luangwa), Sweden (Visby)
+81(0)3 5776 6228 info@oneplanetcafe.com www.oneplanetcafe.com

